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7777 NFT on Terra Blockchain. Ownership of a world-class casino is
intrinsically baked into each NFT.

Revolution of Gambling Industry
Decentralized apps bring revolution to the world of gambling,
allowing the entire betting system to be executed on decentralized
protocols that run smart contracts to automate operations. Usage
of decentralized protocols allows the online gambling industry to
translate into transparency of all the casino games alongside with
the win probabilities, since the game specifics are implemented in
open-source code that are accessible for everyone. This technology
also enables a seamless user experience, and most importantly,
fresh opportunity for casino ownership to the gamblers, players ,
and other interested parties.

Opportunities
Through 777s NFT, the community will have the opportunity to be
part of the “house” in more than thousands of casino games. With
the gambling industry growing at the rate of 8 – 11% per year, and
projected to grow until $127,3 billion by 2026, the moment of
opportunity for our communities to take a portion of this growing
industry is massive.

777s NFT

What is it?

777s is the ticket to own your shares of the largest and most
sophisticated decentralized online casino gaming on crypto
blockchain. With a total supply of 7,777, our NFTs provide proof of
ownership on the Terra blockchain. With a total supply of 7,777,
our NFTs provide proof of ownership on the Terra blockchain
and are developed with CW721 (CosmWasm) standard. 777s are
non-fungible, meaning this token will not be interchangeable with
one another, and each 777s NFT is 100% unique.

DAO Creation
The success of a project, be it on any ecosystem, will always rely
on the community. Stronger bonds between the community
members will likely allow the project to be successful. To be able
to achieve this, the voice of the community must be empowered,
hence 777s will form a DAO, and let the community decide on
what is best for them, a project created for the people, by the
people. More updates on DAO will be announced after the mint.

Be Part of the House
The overall advantage of owning a casino revolves around the
concept of “the house always wins”, meaning a certain amount of
the bets will go to the house. In the traditional way, casino profit
has always been detrimental to players. In our platform, 100% of
the shares coming from the casino profits would be distributed
monthy among 777s community members that hold and not list
their NFTs on the marketplace, making our community to become
a part of the house.
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Metaverse

With the current pace of rapid technology development, our
realities have started to become more and more blurry. The
fusing of the digital with the virtual and the physical world has
made the Metaverse an enticing place to build a 777s Casino; a
place
where
blockchain-based
Crypto
Casinos
have
unprecedented opportunities to bring revolution in the gaming
and gambling world. This is where 777s Casino will play a big
role in the future of crypto casinos.

In spite of all the good things available on a decentralized
Metaverse, we understand that some of us still prefer the
traditional online casinos. At 777s Casino, we believe that all
degens are entitled to equal amount of fun. That is why we
decided to build 777s Casinos, that would cater everybody’s
needs from both Metaverse world to online casino. Our
Metaverse Casino will be built on Decentraland and Sandbox,
with high hopes of everybody joining us there sooner rather
than later.

Our online crypto casino will be similar to other established
crypto casinos, where players will be able to play slots and cards.
There will be sportsbooks and other games you can play. 777s
NFT and accompanying casinos were developed to fill the void
and connect players who traditionally gamble and play cards on
Web 1.0 platforms with the future embodiment of Crypto
Casinos in the Metaverse. Stay tuned on our Discord for future
updates.
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